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Abstract
Recently, recognizing the emotional content of speech signals has received considerable research attention. Consequently, systems have
been developed to recognize the emotional content of a spoken utterance. Achieving high accuracy in speech emotion recognition remains
a challenging problem due to issues related to feature extraction, type, and size. Central to this study is increasing emotion recognition
accuracy by porting the bag-of-word (BoW) technique from image to speech for feature processing and clustering. The BoW technique
is applied to features extracted from Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) which enhances feature quality. The study considers
deployment of different classification approaches to examine the performance of the embedded BoW approach. The deployed classifiers
include support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), naive Bays (NB), random forest (RF), and extreme gradient boosting
(XGBoost). In this study, experiments used the standard RAVDESS audio dataset with eight emotions: angry, calm, happy, surprised, sad,
disgusted, fearful and neutral. The maximum accuracy obtained in the angry class using SVM was 85%, while overall accuracy was 80.1
%. The empirical works have proved that using BoW achieves better results in terms of accuracy and processing time compared to other
available methods.
Keywords: bag-of-words (BoW), Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), RAVDESS database, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), and extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost).

1. Introduction
Speech is a natural modality of human machine interaction. The purpose of sophisticated speech systems should not be limited to message
processing; rather they should understand the underlying intentions of the speaker by detecting expressions in speech [1]. Speech systems
may reach human equivalent performance only when they can process underlying emotions effectively [2]. In the recent past, processing
speech signal to recognize underlying emotions has emerged as an important research area. Effective speech emotion recognition models
should be able to recognize speakers’ emotion and perform the actions accordingly.
Speech emotion recognition has been used in several daily-life applications. For example, speech emotion recognition applications have
been applied human–computer interaction [3], computer vision [4] , and speech recognition [5]. Speech emotion recognition systems
have also been used in forensic science, to investigate and detect criminals based on their speech and emotions [6]. In addition, attempts
have been made to apply speech emotion recognition to artificial intelligence machines, robotics, toys, video games and call centers [7].
Medical doctors may use the emotional contents of a patient’s speech as a diagnostic tool for various disorders [6]. Recently, speech emotion
recognition systems that are trained to recognize stressed speech may be used in aircraft cockpits and on-board vehicle driving systems to
avoid accidents [8].
Speech emotion recognition is remains a challenging problem due to the limited understanding of speech features; consequently determining
which features are effective for speech emotion is difficult. Although, many speech features have been explored in speech emotion recognition,
there is not yet a general agreement on which features are the most important, and good features appear to be highly data dependent [9]. In
addition, there are some limitations that degrade most emotion recognition models for almost all existing emotional speech databases [7].
The primary issue that limits recognition accuracy is the lack of benchmarking databases that can be shared among researchers. Another issue
is the lack of coordination among researchers in this field; thus, the same mistakes in recording are being repeated for different emotional
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speech databases.
This paper focuses on speech features and ports the bag-of-word (BoW) technique from image to speech for feature enhancement for
emotion recognition. The study uses the RAVADESS audio dataset with eight emotions: angry, calm, happy, surprised, sad, disgusted,
fearful, and neutral. The main advantages of using BoW are increased recognition accuracy and reduced processing time. Several classifiers,
such as support vector machines (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), naive Bayes(NB), random forest (RF), and extreme gradient boosting
(XGBoost) are combined with the BoW to form a complete recognition system. The proposed system is developed, evaluated, and its
performance is compared to the state-of-the-art approaches like [10].
The primary contributions of this study span multiple dimensions. First, the study explores and implements the BoW technique to improve
features extracted from a standard speech benchmark database using the Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) approach. Using BoW
in speech emotion recognition requires a careful design of the BoW module, specifically the input layer, processing layer, and output format.
Second, five several classifiers are integrated into the recognition system, to ensure the validity of the BoW deployment. Third, the proposed
recognition system is developed and evaluated using the RAVDESS dataset as a standard benchmark. The achieved accuracy shows the
superiority of using BoW in speech emotion recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses previous studies related to speech emotion recognition. The details
of the proposed system, including related Background and a description of the emotion recognition methodology are provided in Section 3.
Section 4 focuses on system implementation and performance evaluation with comments on the obtained results and metrics. An analysis of
the obtained results is discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Section 6.

2. Prior Research
This section focuses on the state-of-the-art for machine learning and deep learning techniques in speech emotion recognition. Three shared
emotion recognition models, i.e., simple, single task hierarchical, and multi-task hierarchical models, have been proposed [11]. They used
audio-visual features, i.e, energy, 41 spectral, 14 MFCC and 6 voice related LLDs for acoustic features and rasta, upper face and lower face
for visual features. This study used the RAVDESS and UMSSED databases, which represent two domains (speech and song). The highest
result was achieved with the RAVDESS dataset to 92% in happy class and in UMSSED dataset achieved 81% in the same class. In [12], they
also used two types of datasets, the EmoDB and DES with MFCC, total energy, F0 (which was defined as the musical pitch of a note that is
perceived as the lowest partial present) as feature inputs and achieved 77.5% and 66.8% overall accuracy for four and five class classification
on the EFN dataset respectively. In addition, they achieved 67.6% accuracy on DES (five classes) and 63.5% on the EmoDB (seven classes)
dataset using an ensemble of SVMs.
In [13], they proposed a bimodal emotion recognition system using a combination of facial expressions and speech signals. They used two
different databases: Berline database for speech emotion recognition and FEEDTUM emotion database for facial expressions. They trained
their model using different classifiers such as SVM, NB and KNN. They also used feature level fusion and match score level fusion. In
[13], the classification accuracy achieved using SVM for speaker independent recognition was greater than 75% and for speaker dependent
recognition, accuracy was greater than 80%.
In [14], the proposed model used RECOLA datasets, LLDs, and MFCC features and applied the Bag-of-audio-words (BoAW) technique.
The highest result achieved was 75.3%.
Bombatkar et al. [15] use a KNN classifier to classify four emotional states, i.e., anger, sadness, neutral, and happiness. The speech samples
are from Berlin emotional database. The system achieved 86.02% classification accuracy for energy, entropy, MFCC, ZCC, and pitch
features. Khan et al. [16] performed emotion classification using a KNN classifier and obtained average accuracy of 91.71% with iterative
forward feature selection, while the SVM classifier achieved 76.57%. Khan et al. developed an English database comprising seven classes,
i.e, Neutral, Anger, Surprise, Disgust, Fear, Happiness and Sadness. They also used Formant 0-4 (formant is defined as a peak, or local
maximum, in the spectrum.), threshold entropy, sure entropy, norm entropy, median, MFCC, pitch, variance, Shannon entropy and log
entropy as input features to KNN and SVM classifiers.
Another study [17] used LDC and KNN classifiers on BASE, formant ( f 10), formant ( f 15), and PCA features. A formant is a concentration
of acoustic energy around a particular frequency in the speech wave. There are several formants, each at a different frequency. Results show
that combining all the information, rather than using only acoustic information, improves emotion classification by 40.7% for males and
36.4% for females where an LDC is for acoustic information. On the other hand, in [10], RAVDESS and UMSSED datasets with LLDs
features are used. They proposed four different models: simple, a single-task, MTFS/MTFL, and GMTFS/GMTFL models which achieves
the highest result reached to 64.29%.
Currently, applying deep learning to emotional speech recognition is attracting significant attention. In [18] they used deep belief networks
(DBN) to train the dataset and investigated speech emotion recognition based on DBNs. In that study, the recognition rate is improved
further. The system’s speech emotion recognition rate reached 86.5%, which was 7% higher than the original SVM method. In addition, in
[19], a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and DBN were applied together to audio files of a female Spanish speaker in an emotional
speech database [20] as part of large project, INTERFACE, involving, English, French, Slovene, and Spanish. It consisted of repeating
184 sentences with the big six emotions together with several neutral styles. In all experiments 70% of the patterns were used for training
(770 patterns), 25% for testing (275 patterns), and 5% for validation (55 patterns) using MFCC feature. The RBM and DBN provided a
classification error rate of 18.37% and 24.49%, respectively for DBN-DT vs 34.69% for DT, MLP achieved 40.82%, where DBN-MLP
achieved 20.41% and 25.43%, respectively for SVM vs 18.97% for DBN-SVM.
All previous studies agree that, although many speech features have been explored, which features are effective for speech emotion recognition
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remains unclear. In addition, the accuracy and performance of previously proposed emotion recognizers still do not come close to reaching
human levels and also consume significant processing time due to some database limitations. A previous study Theses limitations briefly
mentioned in [7] indicated that there are very few benchmark databases that can be shared among researchers because most developed
emotional speech databases are not publicly available. Another concern is the lack of coordination among researchers in this field; thus, the
same mistakes in recording are being repeated for different emotional speech databases.

3. Proposed Recognition System
The quality of the speech samples, the extracted features, and the classification algorithm are the most important factors that influence the
performance of any speech emotion recognition system. Integration of these modules provides us with an application that can recognize user
emotions and give it as input to the system to respond appropriately. Classifying features involves training various emotional models to
perform the classification task. We conduct several tests and experiments and analyze system accuracy in terms of speech samples, extracted
features, and classification algorithms.
The basic components of the proposed system are shown in Fig. 1. The system was designed to recognize emotions using the RAVDESS
audio dataset with eight emotions: angry, calm, happy, surprised, sad, disgusted, fearful, and neutral. The proposed system comprises three
modules: an MFCC feature extractor, feature clustering using a BoW technique, and a classification module that uses five different classifiers
types (support vector machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, Naive Bays, Random Forest, and extreme Gradient Boosting). In the classification
modules, each classifier is used once to give five different systems to be tested with the proposed BoW and clustering module. Then, the
output of the classifier is the recognized emotions with a BoW and cross validation technique. The methodology of our proposed models is
shown in the following algorithm 1.

Figure 1: Proposed System Block Diagram

3.1. Feature Extraction Process
Feature extraction and the selection module that identifies the features that efficiently characterize the speech emotional contents are important
issues in speech emotion recognition systems. The speech emotion extractor should not depend on the speaker’s language or its lexical
content. Different speech features represent different information, such as speaker gender, language, and emotion in a highly overlapped
manner [9]. After extracting the emotions, one has to decide which features are to be selected; selecting the features that will be used to
evaluate any of the speech systems is a crucial decision.
Classification accuracies are observed to be consistently higher for class-level spectral features compared to prosodic or utterance-level
spectral features. The combination of class-level features with prosodic features improved the emotion recognition performance. Furthermore,
research results have shown that spectral features computed from consonant regions contain more emotion specific information than either
stressed or unstressed vowel features. It has also been found that, the average emotion recognition performance is proportional to the length
of the utterance [21]. On the other hand, spectra of vowel segments obtained using Fourier and chirp transforms have been analyzed for
emotion classification. The analysis demonstrated that, higher frequency regions of speech are suitable for characterizing stressed speech [22].
MFCC features are spectral features that have been used successfully for various speech processing tasks, including speech development and
speaker recognition systems. Determining MFCCs consists of multi-stages, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Generally, MFCC features extracted from
lower frequency speech signal (20 to 300 Hz) are proposed to model pitch variation. In this paper, we use MFCC features where the length
of the analysis window is 25 ms and the step between successive windows (winstep) is 10 ms. Moreover, the default number of cepstrum to
return (numcep) is 13 where the default number of filters in the filterbank (nfilt) was 26. The default Non-equispaced Fast Fourier Transform
(nfft), i.e., ”the FFT size” was 512. Finally, the zeroth cepstral coefficient is replaced by the log of the total frame energy.

3.2. BoW and Clustering Processes
After applying MFCC features extraction, each audio signal is converted to several frames based on the length of the signal. Using MFCC
features, eeach frame is decoded into a vector of length 512. To obtain a single vector that represents each audio signal, we apply the BoW
technique. By applying a clustering algorithm (e.g., K-means) on our training dataset, similar frames (represented by MFCC features vectors)
are grouped into a single cluster based on Euclidean distance or similarity functions [23]. All the frames/vectors in a group should be similar
and no two clusters should have similar frames. All the frames extracted from all audio signal in the training data are clustered into 250
unique audio clusters. After applying the clustering step, the result is similar to a bag-of-audio-words (audio clusters) where each audio
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Model Using Different Classifiers
Require: DData = [D1 , D2 , ....DN ]. N is number of audio files of database.
Require: CLASSES = [L1, L2, ...Lm]. Li is the label of the class and m is the number of classes.
1: for i in range(1, N) : do
2:
Split Di into M frames.
3:
for j in range(1, M) do
4:
decode frame-j into vector v with length 512 using MFCC feature extraction.
5:
end for
6: end for
7: Setting number of cluster equal to C and apply cluster algorithm on all extracted vectors v. Similar v are grouped together into one
cluster based on Euclidean distance.
8: Build BoW using cluster centroids.
9: for i in range(1, N) : do
10:
applying the histogram on all vecter of Di to get only one vector with length C.
11: end for
12: Array fold = Split audio data into K fold.
13: for y in range(1, K) : do
14:
Training data = concatenate array fold [u] where U from 1 : K and u != y.
15:
Testing data = array Fold [y].
16:
Input Training = is a matrix with size = ℜlen(tainingdata)∗c .
17:
Output Training = is a matrix with size ℜlen(tainingdata)∗1 .
18:
Input Testing = is a matrix with size ℜlen(testingdata)∗c
19:
Output Testing = is a matrix with size ℜlen(testingdata)∗1
20:
{# Using one of different classifiers}
.
21:
Define model as one of SVM (Eq. 1), KNN (Eq. 3), NB (Eq. 2), RF, Or XGBoost (Eqs. 4, 5, 6)
22:
model.train(input training, output training)
23:
Output predict = model.predict(input testing)
24:
using Output predict and Output test, Calculate Precision, Recall and f1 score in Testing data for each Li where i in range(1, m).
25: end for
26: Calculate the average of the metrics over all the K folds.

Figure 2: MFCC Block Diagram

cluster represents similar frames. Now, each audio signal can be represented by a histogram of the unique audio clusters based on its audio
frames. In the proposed model, the audio words and their frequency of occurrence in the audio signal will be considered a feature vector for
the audio signal.

3.3. Classification Process
Generally, most current speech emotion recognition research focuses on the classification process because it represents the interface between
the classification techniques and the problem domain. Because each classifier has advantages and disadvantages, it is difficult to determine
which classifier is performs better than the other. Although traditional classifiers have been used in almost all existing speech emotion
recognition systems and have achieved good accuracy, the search for better classifiers remains an important task for researchers in diverse
fields. There are two important stages in speech emotion recognition systems. The first stage, i.e., the front-end processing unit, extract
appropriate features from the available (speech) data. The second stage involves classification to determine the underlying emotion of the
speech utterance. The database used in classification process is divided into training and testing sets. The training dataset is used to obtain
better boundary conditions, which are used to determine each target class. Once the boundary conditions are determined, the next task is to
predict the target class.
3.3.1. Support Vector Machine Classifiers
A SVM is a popular binary classification technique that is used in emotional speech recognition to identify patterns and analyze the data for
classification and regression analysis. SVM also use a kernel function to transform the original set of features to higher dimensional feature
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space, which is necessary to obtain optimum classification in this new feature space. The goal of a SVM is to find the optimal separating
hyperplane that maximizes the margin of the training data which contains eight classes as mentioned previously. We used the BoW output
vector as the input to the SVM. Here, the output is a vector that represents a probability of each class from the eight classes in the RAVDESS
dataset. The margin can be obtained by the following equation:

Margin = ||X+1 − X−1 || = λ ||W || =

2||W ||
2
=
||W ||
||W ||2

(1)

3.3.2. Naive Bayes Classifier
In statistics and computer science literature and NB classifier is a simple ”probabilistic classifiers”. It known by various names, including
simple Bayes and independence Bayes. The reason for these various names is that NB is based on applying Bayes’ theorem with strong
(naive) independence assumptions between the features, which is a way of going from P(X|Y ), known from the training dataset, to find
P(Y |X). The conditional probability can be decomposed as follows:
P(y|x) =

P(x|y)P(y)
P(x)

(2)

where P(y|x) is the posterior probability of class (y,target) given predictor (x, attributes), P(y) is the prior probability of class, P(x|y) is the
likelihood, i.e., the probability of predictor given class and P(x) is the prior probability of the predictor.
NB classifiers are highly scalable and require a number of linear parameters relative to the number of variables ( f eatures/predictors) in a
learning problem. We use an NB classifier due to its statistical probability characteristics, which enables emotion classification using the
BoW output as inputs. The output of this classifier is represented as vectors of feature values.
3.3.3. k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier
KNN is a non-parametric method that is frequently used due to its ease of interpretation and low calculation time. KNN can be used for both
classification and regression predictive problems. In both cases, the input consists of the k closest training examples in the future space.
Therefore, we can conclude that the KNN algorithm assumes that similar things exist in close proximity. The distance between the item and
the first nearest neighbor can be calculated as follows.
d(p, q)2 = (q1 − p1 )2 + (q2 − p2 )2

(3)

The output of KNN depends on whether it is used for a regression or classification process. In this method, the BoW output vector is used as
input. The output is a vector that represents the distance between the tested label and the first neighbor from the training classes of dataset.
3.3.4. Random Forest Classifier
RF uses bootstrap aggregation (bagging) and random subspace (feature bagging). The goal of bootstrap is to reduce variance. For
classification trees, the variance is reduced by a majority vote taken for each predicted class. Random subspace attempts to reduce the
correlation between each tree. Reducing correlation between each tree is achieved by selecting features from a random subset of all features
when building the tree rather than considering all features. The trees also tend to over fit and not be as robust, meaning that they are sensitive
to data changes [24]. However, a solution to this problem is using tree ensemble methods [24]. Tree ensemble builds on the idea of building
a ”strong” model by combining an ensemble of ”weak” learners. Two common tree ensemble algorithms are RF and Boosted Trees.
The RF classification algorithm comprises multiple decisions trees that use bagging and features to build each individual tree. Theses bagging
and feature are used randomness. The RF algorithm input is the BoW output vector, and the output is an uncorrelated forest of trees whose
prediction by committee is more accurate than that of any individual tree
3.3.5. Extreme Gradient Boosting Classifier
XGBoost is a variant of the gradient tree boosting proposed by Friedman [25]. Gradient tree boosting is a tree ensemble boosting method
that combines a set of weak classifiers to create a strong classifier. The strong learner is trained iteratively starting with a base learner [26].
Both gradient boosting and XGBoost follow the same principal. The key differences between them lie in implementation details. XGBoost
achieves better performance by controlling the complexity of the trees using different regularization techniques [26]. Boosting consists of
three simple steps:
**An initial model F0 is defined to predict the target variable y. This model will be associated with a residual (y–F0)
**A new model h1 is fit to the residuals from the previous step
**Now, F0 and h1 are combined to give F1, the boosted version of F0. The mean squared error from F1 will be lower than that from F0:
To improve the performance of F1, we could model the residuals of F1 and create a new model F2.
fm (1) < − f0 (x) + h1 (x)

(4)

This can be done for ‘m’ iterations, until residuals have been minimized as much as possible:
f2 (x) < − f1 (x) + h2 (x)

(5)

Here, the additive learners do not disturb the functions created in the previous steps. Instead, they impart information of their own to reduce
errors.
fm (x) < − fm−1 (x) + hm (x)

(6)
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In this experiment, gradient boosting is used to predict the residuals or errors of prior models and then added together to make the final
prediction. In this method, the BoW output vector is used as input, and the output is a vector that uses a gradient descent algorithm to
minimize the loss when adding new models.

4. Simulation Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe experiments that use RAVDESS dataset [27], a publicly available dataset comprising simulated English
expressions for training and testing. We used two parts of this dataset i.e., speech and song. The speech recordings comprise eight classes
divided by class (neutra 96, calm 186, happy 192, sad 192, angry 192, fearful 192, disgust 192, and surprise 192). The speech was recorded
by 24 professional actors (12 male, 12 female). The song recordings, which were recorded by 23 professional actors and divided by class,
comprise consist of the first six emotions (neutral 90, calm 180, happy 180, sad 180, angry 180, and fearful 180) recorded by 23 professional
actors. The same sentences were spoken and sung at normal and strong emotional intensity, each with two repetitions. The statistics for class,
speaker, number of files, and language for speech and song are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: RAVDESS database details (Speech and Song)

Pattern
Classes
Speakers
No. files
Language

Speech
Neutral, Happy, Calm, Angry, Sad, Fearful, Disgust, Surprised
24 professional actors
1440
English

Song
Neutral, Happy, Calm, Angry, Sad, Fearful
23 professional actors
1012
English

In our experiment, the RAVDESS corpus was divided into training (80%) and test (20%) sets. The RAVDESS dataset has a relatively small
number of data points, therefore, we used 5-fold cross validation to measure the average performance of the models under different data
splits to avoid overfitting in a specific fold. In each round, a single fold serves as test data, and the training data are composed of the other
folds. We use MFCC features and the Python programming language to implement all simulation experiments. In this paper, we used MFCC
features where the length of the analysis window was 25 ms and winstep ” the step between successive windows ” equal to 10 ms. numcep ”
the number of cepstrum to return” is used as default 13 where nfilt ” the number of filters in the filterbank” was as default 26. nfft ” the FFT
size” also as default was 512. Finally, the zeroth cepstral coefficient is replaced with the log of the total frame energy. winfunc – the analysis
window to apply to each frame. All experiments were performed using an HP laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210M CPU @2.50GHZ
process and 4.00 GB RAM running the Windows 10 Pro 64-bit operating system.
Confusion matrices of the classification results for multiple classes using SVM, NB, KNN, RF and XGBoost are shown in Fig. 3 for all data
from speech and song. The darker the color, the lower the accuracy/confusion. As shown in Fig. 3, the SVM achieves the highest results in
all classes. RF, NB, and KNN returned the lowest results for neutral, happy, sad, and fearful classes, calm, disgust, and surprised classes, and
the angry class, respectively.

(a) SVM

(b) NB

(d) RF

(e) XGBoost

(c) KNN

Figure 3: Confusion matrix of eight classes for traditional models; (a) SVM, (b)NB, (c) KNN, (d) RF, and (e) XGBoost. Abbreviation:- N: Neutral, C: Calm,
H: Happy, SA: Sad, A: Angry, F: Fearful, D: Disgust and SU: Surprised. (with taking the same order in row from left to right and in column from top to down).

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, shown in Fig. 4, are created by plotting the false positive rate (FPR) against the true
positive rate (TPR) at various threshold settings using SVM, NB, KNN, RF, and XGBoost classifiers. The TPR, also known as sensitivity,
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measures the proportion of correctly identified emotions. Similarity, the FPR, also known as specificity, measures the proportion incorrectly
identified emotions. Performance for each emotion can be measured by the area under the ROC curve, that indicates how each emotion is
distinctively classified compared to other emotions.

(a) SVM

(b) NB

(d) RF

(e) XGBoost

(c) KNN

Figure 4: ROC Results figure: shows the Receiver operating characteristic to multi-class using SVM, NB, Knn, RF and XGBoost

5. Discussions
As illustrated in the confusion matrices, the classification results for emotion recognition using the SVM classifier achieves the highest result
compared to all other classifiers. The best result with the SVM classifier is obtained for the angry class (85%). The SVM achieved 80.04%
overall precision results. On the other hand, RF classifier returned the lowest overall precision results (39%). The accuracy (%) achieved
by state-of-the-art’s models and the proposed model (%) is listed in Table 2. In this table, we list only studies that used the RAVDESS
dataset with eight classes (only speech, only song or both of speech and song). From Table 2, it can be seen that, with only speech files, the
maximum accuracy (79.5%; 5 minutes training time) achieved by a state-of-the-art model occurred with a CNN classifier [28]. The proposed
SVM with MFCC and BoW achieved 79.36% accuracy with 5 minutes training time. On the other hand, with both RAVDESS speech and
song files, using GResNets achieved 64.48 % accuracy [29], while the proposed SVM + BoW model achieved to 80.1 % overall accuracy.
In addition, from the results presented in Table 2, it is evident that song return the highest result because songs files have hard and clear
tones; therefore, it is easy to train the model and predict the emotions in each class. The proposed SVM model achieved the highest overall
accuracy (88.48%).

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In the field of human-computer interaction, automatic speech emotion recognition has emerged as an important research area in the recent
past. Emotion recognition in speech is a challenging problem because it is unclear which features are effective for recognition. In this
paper, we have proposed a method aims to recognize emotions using the RAVDESS audio dataset with speech files (eight emotions: angry,
calm, happy, surprised, sad, disgusted, fearful and neutral) and song files (six emotions: angry, calm, happy, sad, fearful and neutral). In
the proposed speech emotion recognition model, MFCC, SVM, KNN, NB, RF, and XGBoost classifiers are used together with BoW and
clustering modules. As illustrated in Table 3, the best result is achieved in all classes using the SVM classifier, and the highest result (85%)
occurs in the angry class. With the neutral class, the SVM classifier achieved 73 %. The recognition rate for the calm class was 78%. For
the happy, sad, fear, disgust, and surprise classes, the rates were 81%, 75 %, 82% and 69%, respectively. Overall precision with the SVM
classifier was 80.1 %. The other proposed models achieved overall precision ranging from 58% to 39%. The lowest overall precision (39%)
occurred with the RF classifier.
Few studies that have considered applying BoW on deep learning to speech emotion recognition. We believe that this research direction
should be explored further.
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Table 2: Comparison of state-of-the-art and proposed models (%) (using RAVDESS database, eight classes).

Authors

Feature

classifier

[28]
[29]
[?]

Spectrogram
Spectrogram
MFCCs, spectral centroids and
MFCC derivatives
eGeMAPS, supervector, logspectrogram, F0, MFCC and
log-Energy
CWT & prosodic

[30]

[31]

Proposed model

MFCC + BoW

CNN
GResNets
SVM

ACC.%
(Speech)
79.5
–
75.69

ACC.%
(Song)
–
–
–

ACC.%
(All)
–
64.48
–

BLSTM

69.4

–

–

SVM

60.1

-

–

SVM
NB
KNN
RF
XGBoost

79.36
42.96
44.63
39.19
50.56

88.48
58.08
66.16
48
48.58

80.1
46.83
49.30
38.80
54.12

Table 3: Comparison between 8-class emotion classification Precision of different models (%).

Classifier
SVM
NB
KNN
RF
XGBoost

Neutral
73
61
31
22
51

Calm
78
59
71
37
54

Happy
81
52
50
36
56

Sad
75
35
65
29
40

Angry
85
48
71
49
62

Fear
75
44
55
49
58

Disgust
82
43
70
48
62

Surprised
69
43
24
36
54

ALL
80.1
48
58
39
54
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